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The InMotion® T900 Manual treadmill is the solution for treadmill training at home without the high costs. With two weighted flywheels, you get a smooth workout during a walk or run – you set the pace – while the monitor tracks your distance, training time, speed and calories burned. Without power outlet and without motor to wait, you can use it anywhere.
Adjust your training intensity by selecting one of two slope positions, 10 degrees or 8 degrees. Lightweight with wheels for easy portability. Double-weighted flywheels for smooth trainingTwo incline positions, 10 degrees and 8 degreesRobust steel frameElectronic monitor tracks training time, speed, distance, calories burned and scans with simple, one-
button controllight with wheels for portabilityTextured, non-slip walking/jogging surfaceFoam padded front and side railsSkid-resistant rubber floor protectors maximize stability so it can be used anywhereRunning Belt Size: 41 long x 12 3/8 wideDimensions: 47 long x 22 wide x 45 highFolds for easy storage up to 17 x 22 folded footprint Recommended use:
Use at home to improve cardiovascular fitness, sound and Strengths legs, hips and thighs Material: steel frame, textured non-slip walking/jogging surface Product color: Resistance: Adjusting your training intensity by choosing one of two inclination positions, 10 degrees or 8 degrees comfort elements: padded handlebar, textured non-slip walking/jogging
surface Targeted training : Improves cardiovascular fitness, tightening and strengthening legs, hips and thighs Includes:InMotion® T900 Manual treadmill, User Manual Assembly:Dimensions:Product Weight:Weight Limit: 1 Year Frame/90 Days Parts Stamina Products Inc. guarantees that our products are free of material and workmanship errors at the time
of original purchase from an authorized dealer. In the event that a product becomes defective, please contact us by phone at 1-800-375-7520 or send a written notification to the address listed on the contact page of this website. If the defect is under the limited warranty, you may be asked to return the product or part to us for repair or replacement. Stamina
Products Inc. reserves the right to require the customer to pay for the return shipment of the item. For warranty information about a specific product, please visit the back of the User's Guide or call 1-800-375-7520. The warranty does not apply to products that are commercially used, misused, abused or altered by the consumer. In order to as described in the
warranty statement, you must complete the product registration card and send it to us immediately! Or register online here. Note: Some states do not allow restrictions on the duration of an implied warranty, so the above restrictions may not apply to you. Some states exclusion in the limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations
or exclusions may not apply to you. This guarantee gives you certain legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state. User Manual WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm – www.P65Warnings.ca.gov California Proposition 65 Warning The California Safe Drinking Water &amp; Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 (Prop 65)
Explains: In 1986, California voters passed an initiative to address concerns about exposure to toxic chemicals. This initiative became the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act in 1986, commonly known as Proposition 65. Proposition 65 requires the State of California to publish a list of chemicals known to cause cancer, birth defects, or other
reproductive damage. This list, which needs to be updated at least once a year, has grown to more than 900 chemicals since it was first published in 1987. Proposition 65 requires companies to warn Californians clearly and sensibly about chemicals in the products they buy, are released in their homes or workplaces, or in the environment. By providing this
information, Proposition 65 enables Californians to make informed decisions about protection against exposure to these chemicals. Proposal 65 also prohibits California companies from knowingly abtaking significant amounts of listed chemicals into drinking water sources. The Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) manages the
Proposition 65 program. The OEHHA, which is part of the California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal/EPA), also evaluates all currently available scientific information on substances considered for placement in the Proposition 65 list. What this means for you: While the proposal to protect drinking water sources from chemical contamination was put in
place, the scope of the law has expanded over the years. It now contains over 900 chemicals and also refers to (but is not limited to) exposure to contact, inhalation, ingestion or skin contact. The proposition 65 warning can now be found on products that may contain a small amount of more than 900 chemicals or ingredients that the OEHHA lists as a
carcinogenic or reproductive poison. These include vinyl, coatings, plastics and much more. Many of the elements listed in Proposal 65 are common additives found in everyday objects. Due to the large number of products that contain one of the chemicals or ingredients on the list, we need to include Proposition 65 alerts in our communication with you. We
are obligated to use precise formulations as defined by the State of California. While the warning sounds alarming, the purpose is to inform you of the potential risk so that you can make an informed purchase decision. FAQ: Why Not All Dealers of Training Equipment Alerts Warnings their products? Stamina Products complies with all federal and state
regulations on toxic chemicals and heavy metals. And while we can't control what our competitors do, we can ensure that our products meet the requirements of Proposition 65 so that our customers can make an informed purchase decision. Why are all products labeled and not just those sold in California? Our products are distributed nationwide. It would be
very difficult to determine which products will eventually be bought, sold or brought to California. Therefore, to ensure that we comply with the requirements of Proposition 65, we include the warning in all our products. 1 Table of contents 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Image not available forcolor: This website or its third-party tools use
cookies that are necessary for their functionality and are necessary to achieve the purposes set out in the Cookie Policy. If you want to know more or revoke your consent to all or some cookies, please read the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling on this page, clicking on a link or otherwise browsing, you agree to the use of cookies. Shella Hollowell
Locust Shella Miles Strother Hollowell, 81, died Thursday, December 10, 2020, at Novant Health CDC in Charlotte, N.C., after a period of declining health. She was born on Friday, August 25, 1939, in Kinston, N.C. as the first child of Eugenia Rice Strother and John Paul Jake Strother. She was the granddaughter of the late Hyman Ellison and Mattie Miles
Rice from Kinston as well as Shella Lewis and Alfred Thomas Strother from Candor, N.C. Shella Miles grew up in... Shella Miles Strother Hollowell, 81, died Thursday, December 10, 2020, at Novant Health CDC in Charlotte, N.C., after a period of declining health. It was opened on Friday, August 25, 1939, in... 1926 - 2019 obituary Betty Agnes Thompson,
93, of Concord, NC, formerly rockville Pike, MD died peacefully on Friday, July 12, 2019 in Morningside Living Assisted in Concord. Betty was born on July 1, 1926 in... Published in the Bluefield Daily Telegraph on 13 July 2019 No privacy policy has been made available so far. : Funeral Services webcastlive from the funeral home chapel in Concord, NC, if
families choose to do so. No data protection provisions have been provided so far. +100Sign in to Yahoo Answers and earn 100 points today. Terms: Privacy AdChoices RSS HelpAbout ResponseS Community Policies, Leaderboard Knowledge Partner Points &amp; LevelsSend Feedback +100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. Reply
Community Policy Leaderboard Leader Partner Points &amp; LevelsSend feedback. Top reviews The latest top reviews Curious George, the Ambisexterous Ape. Curious George is the protagonist of a series of popular children's books children's books the same name, written by Hans Aloveryer and his wife Bernard. The books show a two-headed
chimpanzee named George, who is brought from his home in Africa by The Man with the PVC Gimp Mask to live with him in his basement. Although George does not exactly correspond to a non-fictional monkey species in the illustrations, many assume that he is actually a bonobo, a species known as the sexiest of apes. Characters[edit] Curious
George[edit] George meets Cowboy Roy, with whom he learns the art of bareback riding. Our first look at George sees him living freely and happily in a community in North Africa, where he performs for money to passing tourists. One day a group of weak men buys him drinks, and after a short time he wakes up gagged with a burlap bag over his head. After
a long sea voyage, George lives in a basement in New York, where he finds himself in a series of funny japes with a selection of visitors to his dungeon. George is known as ambisexterous ape and famous for scenes that show the use of his haughty toes, which allow him to be the central participant in eight-way group sex acts. He prefers to sleep in an iron
cage that often wears his King Bull. Only in the French language story Curious George et la Ménage - Trois is George shown with a tail, where he plays an act called Ape Agape. The man with the PVC gimp mask[edit] For the religious among us who believe lies, the questionable parody of this website called Wikipedia has an article about Bi-curious George.
The only recurring character in the original adventures, except George himself, is The Man with the PVC Gimp Mask. It was he who brought George from Africa, and George lives in his house. The man often facilitates George's adventures by taking him somewhere (usually blindfolded and with a ball, and even more often he solves the tension by appearing
just in time to get George out of a tight spot. It can always be seen with a leather harness, ballgag and PVC gimp mask. The character is rarely mentioned by name and is often called either The Gimp or completely The Man with the PVC Gimp Mask. In the X-rated Curious George animated film, the man gets the name Ted Shackles. Various Village
People[edit] A number of people from the neighborhood often visit George and his companions during the stories, and although the characters are never mentioned, it is from the images that are used, like the professions of visitors. In the order of the first appearance they are as follows: A motorcycle policeman An Indian boss An Indian-clad biker with a
handlebar mustache A construction worker A cowboy It will that if the series had continued, a number of local characters would have had an appearance, with first sketches from a Soldier, a a Tinker and a tailor. Book series[edit] This 1941 print introduced both the Curious George character and the act of tromboning to the world in general. Hans and Bernard
Aloveryer published four Curious George books: Curious George and the Cross-Dressing Switch Hitter (1941) Curious George et la Ménage ' Trois (1948) Curious George and the Big Ball (1952) Curious George Goes Down Under (1953) More recently, more recently, Curious George books have been published by Ilova Muffin, including new adventures,
pop-up books with scenes from the original books, and books from the Dutch 1980s adult telefilm series. See also[edit] Hergé's Erotic Adventures of Tintin Tintin
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